In a past article I had mentioned the attributes of the shrub known as the Golden Dewdrop or Duranta concerning the various variegated forms. In this article, I want to build further on this versatile woody plant as an attractive and colorful addition to your landscape. Now commonly found in most garden centers, the Golden Dewdrop is a very useful plant.

Highlighted once as a Florida Plant of the Year, the Golden Dewdrop is native to Tropical America and ranges from the Florida Keys through Mexico and South America. While there may be up to 36 species of Duranta throughout the world, the most commonly used species are Duranta erecta and Duranta repens which have small leaves, and Duranta stenostachya also known as the Brazilian Skyflower which has visibly larger leaves. There are many hybrids available of these species which make up the many cultivars commonly known as Golden Dewdrops. You may also occasionally find this shrub called Pigeon-berry, Honey drops, and Skyflower, but the botanical genus Duranta or common name Golden Dewdrop will suffice.

Duranta is a very fast-growing shrub with multiple, somewhat floppy branches with light green foliage and truly beautiful blue, lavender, purple, and white flowers. Some flowers even have a white edging on the outer rim of the petals. The fragrant flowers which appear in spring, summer and fall, are very attractive to butterflies and hummingbirds. I have also noticed that carpenter bees are common visitors to these flowers in my yard. The flowers are followed by golden berries that are favored by birds. Be aware how-

(Continued on page 2)
ever that the berries are reportedly poisonous so keep this in mind in keeping kids and pets away or even avoiding planting this shrub altogether.

Golden Dewdrops cultivars should be planted in well-drained locations preferably in a full-sun location. While noted as highly drought tolerant, the Duranta is not salt tolerant, so plant accordingly. Golden Dewdrops can be used as small flowering trees when they are pruned and trained into a single leader. These shrubs are also popular trained into an espalier. The golden form of this plant 'Gold Mound' is often included in planting beds, border plants, and containers. While the green leaf variety along with the blue-purple flowers is attractive as is, the variegated forms with white and green and gold and green add a whole new dimension to color combinations. Some cultivars to look for include 'Alba', the white flowering form; 'Variegata' with white leaf margins and 'Aurea' or 'Aureo-variegata' with yellow variegation and yellow margined variegation, respectfully.

Presently I have the common Golden Dewdrop and 'Gold Mound' in my landscape. The variety of sizes, shapes, foliage, and flower color all work to make this shrub on my list of garden favorites.
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